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Thanks to eckythump who recorded and 
shared the show at Dime.

eckythump noted:

Hamer Hall is a magnificent venue, one 
of the best in Melbourne with superb 
acoustics, though two people who bought 
tickets to the row in front of me might 
disagree - their seats they had purchased 
had been removed, literally! You could 
see the marks on the floor where theirs 
seats had been, but for some unexplained 
reason they had been removed. This led to 
much head scratching by the staff, with all 
this happening about 10 minutes before 
showtime. They were eventually led 
somewhere else, where I'm not sure as it 
was sold out, but I hope they get a refund!

It had been nine years since Patti Smith 
last toured Australia, and it's been widely 
publicised this will be her last tour here, 
and the pumped up crowd was ready to 
explode by the time her and the band 
walked out on stage at around 8:40 
pm. The show was incredible, Patti's 
voice is better than ever and her band is 
magnificent. The crowd sat for the first 
two songs, then during Birdland one 
enterprising young lady decided to make 
her way up to the front, which then led to 

a free for all abandoning of seats and 
everyone else rushing to the front and 
everyone in the stalls standing for the 
rest of the show.

Unfortunately for one woman behind 
me this upset her, and you can hear her 
complaints about her bad back after 
Kimberly, and it got a bit tense between 
her and the people who had rushed the 
front and were standing behind me, 
which is what all the talking you can 
hear at this point was about...

It was a terrific show, and I'm very glad 
I got to witness one of the legendary 
artists perform her amazing Horses 
album in full! Hamer Hall has excellent 
acoustics, and the sound was mixed 
faultlessly, which in turn resulted in an 
excellent sounding recording. You will 
really enjoy listening to this one, I think 
the sound quality is excellent. Enjoy!

Lineage:
Nokia Lumia 930 (called Lumia Icon in 
North America) w/built-in HAAC mics > 
Audio Recorder Pro app > 16bit/48 KHz 
PCM/WAV
Encoding: Trader's Little Helper > FLAC 
Level 8
Recorded from stalls left side of stage 
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Disc 1
00. Intro 0:38
01. Gloria 6:28
02. Redondo 
      Beach 5:05
03. Birdland 9:20
04. Free Money 5:25
05. Kimberley 5:28
06. Patti talks 2:47
07. Break It Up 4:16
08. Patti talks 3:42
09. Land/Gloria 15:45
59 mins

Disc 2
01. Patti talks 1:39

02. Elegie 5:31
03. Patti talks 2:17

04. Privilege 
(Set Me Free) 4:16

05. Dancing Barefoot 6:03
06. Ghost Dance 5:10

07. Patti talks 0:34
08. Because the Night 5:11

09. People Have The Power 5:36
10. Encore Break 1:54

11. My Generation 
(The Who cover) 9:26

48 mins

Patti Smith
vocals, guitar (on My Generation)

Lenny Kaye
guitar, bass, vocals
Jay Dee Daugherty

drums, bass
Tony Shanahan

keyboards, bass, vocals
Andy York

bass, guitar, vocals


